The fast track to PDM for Powerex
Air compressor and power equipment company takes control with Teamcenter Rapid Start

Quick, cost-effective PDM

1. Deploy preconfigured PDM out-of-the-box
   - Knowledge management
   - Mechanical and electrical design management
   - Project data management
   - Process management
   - Visualization

2. Extend PDM to meet the larger business needs
   - More data, processes, and users in PDM
     - EDA integration

3. Leverage the intuitive web client
   - Easy web browse access
   - 20% productivity gains
   - Powerful search and filter

4. Invest in PDM that can grow to PLM

Scalability for future growth

### About Powerex

- **Establishing with:** Siemens PLM Software
- **Solutions:** Teamcenter Rapid Start, Active Workspace, Solid Edge
- **Partner:** Siemens PLM Software
- **Contact:** <contact_info>

Learn more about Teamcenter Rapid Start.